Siskiyou Summit Handbell Conference
May 5-6, 2017
“Ringing Out Loud”
Repertoire

Cascades:
Coventry Carol, L2, arr. Jefferey Hall, 3-5 oct., Jeffers JHS9626, C-instrument.
Sanna Sannanina, L3 Sandra Eithun, Choristers Guild with percussion
for 2-3 oct CGB887 OR 3-5 oct CGB888; Full Score CGB886.

Siskiyous:
Appassionata, L3, Michael Joy, 3-6 oct, Beckenhorst BEHB490.
Ovation of Praise, L3, Arnold Sherman, 3-6 oct, Hope HP2349.

Massed:
By and By, L3+ arr. Sondra Tucker, Hope HP2568, 3-5oct.

We will split some of this out between Cascades and Siskiyous so everyone can have
some fun, be featured and succeed.

Prayer for the Innocents, L2+ Michael Helman, Lorenz 20/1964L, 3-6 oct with opt. chimes;
this will be published in September.

Celebrate with Ringing, L2+ Mike Mazzatenta, AGEHR AG35326, 3-5 oct with opt. chimes.

Bronze Conference Choir:
Firework, L3+ arr. Michael J. Glasgow, Hope Publishing HP2654, 3-7 oct.,
full score HP2454R (drums, synth., guitar and bass).

Soliloquy for Bells, L?? by Karen Lakey Buckwalter, Shawnee Press SPHS5175, 3-5oct;
A Golden Oldie